"'Curiouser and curiouser!' cried Alice (she was so much
surprised that for the moment she quite forgot how to speak
good English); ‘now I'm opening out like the largest telescope
that ever was! Good–by, feet!' (For when she looked down at
her feet, they seemed to be almost out of sight, they were
getting so far off.)"
- Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland

Fantasy and the Concert Hall1
Matt Malsky
The Logic of Electronic Sound Reproduction
In 1941, the famously despondent Theodor Adorno worried about the detrimental
effects of radio broadcast upon the symphony. He theorized that much of value was lost
when listeners experienced an orchestral performance of a composition in symphonic
form through its electronic transmission to their kitchens rather than in a concert hall.
Based upon empirical research done in collaboration with Paul Lazarsfeld and the
Princeton Radio Research Project, he argued that the "presence" of music was lost to the
radio listener, and with it a part of music's "auratic" spell, its uniqueness in time and
place, its ritual, cultish radiance.2 Heard through the technological mediation of radio
broadcast, the symphony's physicality, its immersive sonic quality, and the attending
ability to replace a quotidian, "serial" perception of time with the "suspension of timeconsciousness" were all damaged. Separated from its origins in the concert hall, the
experience of the symphony was deprived of its unity as an aesthetic totality. The work
was likely to be perceived as a series of reified quotations, snatches of melody taken out
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of context, while the listener was doomed to a regressive subject position, depoliticized
and passive, masochistic and self-abnegating.3
Adorno implied that to avoid a fetishized experience of music an audience
assembled as a social entity (engaging in the "simultaneous collective experience" of the
concert hall) should sit upright, face forward, and bring to bear all possible concentration
and musical training to the task at hand: understanding the meaning of the symphonic
work. It is a listener's ability to comprehend the performed music's "immanent logic," its
grammar and syntax, that will allow access to the work's representational and structural
dimensions. Music's utopian function, its support of individuation and critical thinking,
though cast by Adorno as a negative dialectic, is accessible only through the listener's
attempts to grapple with the musical work's integral form and organization.4 Our mission
as listeners, futile and ultimately hopeless though it might be, is to resist the seemingly
inescapable logic of the culture industry. Adorno suggests that the listener's attendance in
the concert hall is indispensable if music is to operate as a bastion for the autonomous
individual.
While mournful of the impending loss of his most favored type of listening
experience (not to mention symphonic form itself), Adorno's argument underscored the
importance of performance space to listening. Adorno implied that, no less than through
its ritual, political, and economic functions, the acoustics of the concert hall were an
essential element of the post–World War Two listening experience.5 As Adorno
recognized, each concert hall imparted a distinctiveness to the sound, the characteristics
of which were only partially transmissible through electronic means. Adorno hoped that
3
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all those features of the space itself that contribute to auratic "presence," including both
those socially contingent and bodily experienced, would provide a support for his fully
adequate mode of musical conduct, "structural hearing." His arguments pointed to an
architectural technology which might be harnessed in the service of an artistic rather than
a commodity function. The symphony might be on the radio to sell soap, but Adorno held
out the "live" orchestral concert as a site at which we might participate in an unalienated
aesthetic experience.
Sixty years have now passed since Adorno suggested the effects of performance
space upon listening, but there is little evidence that this type of idealized "live" musical
experience is possible today. Instead, the post–World War Two concert hall, like the
radio, is part of the modern communications infrastructure, a rationalized channel for the
efficient transmission of (mostly) standardized common-practice era symphonic
compositions by standardized ensembles to appropriately constituted audiences. Our
contemporary concert hall as a public gathering space is anything but a transparent
acoustic container. The end of the symphony as a viable aesthetic vehicle, in Adorno's
sense, was coincident with the growth of the concert hall as a mechanical technology, one
guided by the introduction of the new scientific discipline of acoustics to the practices of
architecture. As we will see, the concert hall has, since Adorno wrote his "Radio
Symphony" article, evolved into an institution predicated on —some say corrupted by—
electronic reproduction.
This paper will examine the notion of live musical performance and its spaces in
the context of the contemporary cultural logic of electronic reproduction. This is a logic
that binds musical subjects and the semiotic mechanisms through which understandings
can arise. Listening through electronic meditation entails a rapport of audiences with the
available processes of signification that make musical experiences comprehensible. The
next section of this paper will present a short history of acoustical building design as an
evolving signifying system. First mechanical and now electronic means intercede
between the people making music and those listening. The objective of architectural
acoustics is to manage space and delimit the understandings we, as audience members,
can derive through our participation. This paper will begin with a history of new methods
of imagining where music–making can happen: how does the construction of performing
space influence our sense of the reality of a concert experience?
While electronically mediated listening is only beginning to infiltrate our concert
halls, it is already pervasive in our simulacra of concert life: cinema and recorded forms
of music. This development is the focus of the second section of this paper. Through
enculturation, we understand a range of established techniques of audio production and
reproduction. By understanding these technical practices we are able to accept certain
representations as credible, and follow the course of a signifying chain. However, when
the audio practices used to present the concert exceed these norms, a different
psychoanalytic register is engaged. If our "normal" experience of concert life is structured
by the Lacanian symbolic order, then extraordinary concert depiction—"rendering"—is
organized by fantasy. When sound and music are rendered, something previously
inexpressible can be revealed, and the concert hall can become a site to engage our
desires and fantasy lives.6
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The final section of the paper will explicate the mechanisms by which
electronically mediated concert representations evoke fantasies from their audiences.
Drawing examples from recorded popular music (i.e., on compact disc), and
contemporary compositions intended for concert presentation (i.e., electroacoustic
pieces), I suggest that these diverse media all share the same boundaries. A song by Macy
Gray, and compositions by Pierre Boulez and Paul Koonce all participate in
"reproduction" of established norms of representation, and go beyond these conventional
codes. To exceed reality, the rendered experience of music must meet three criteria: it
must be enclosed in a narrative frame; there must be a pathological source associated
with the music's production; and the scale of the music must suggest an impossible sonic
environment. Our contemporary concert life is necessarily structured by our experiences
listening through electronic means. The range of these experiences runs from those that
support the existing discursive networks through examples that imagine a new
consciousness through an engagement with fantasy.
The reproduction of musical space
In August 1999, the New York Times reported that one of the nation's most prominent
performance spaces, the New York State Theater in Lincoln Center was about to install
what was euphemistically called an "electronic sound–enhancement system."7 Changes
had long been deemed necessary. Since 1964, when the hall was built, many different
approaches had been tried to correct for sonic concessions made in the original design by
architect Philip Johnson. The auditorium was intended as a multi-purpose facility built to
be shared by the New York City Opera and the New York City Ballet. The Ballet was the
more established cultural institution at the time, and its founders, George Balanchine and
Lincoln Kirstein, demanded a stage upon which dancers' footsteps would be inaudible to
the audience. While an acoustical design that swallows all sounds emanating from the
stage is highly desirable for dance, exactly the opposite is necessary for performances of
opera; singers on the stage should, of course, be audible to the audience.
The goal of the new sound–enhancement technology, on provisional loan from its
developers, Acoustic Control Systems, differed significantly from the increasingly
ubiquitous and often blatant sound reinforcement (i.e., amplification) found in "live"
musical performances ranging from Broadway musical theater to the Vienna
Philharmonic open-air concerts on the Platz.8 "The intention is not to raise the sound
1994), pp. 109–114. As will become apparent shortly, my own use of these terms differs from Chion's
definitions in many respects; see footnote 43, below.
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level," said Lawrence Kirkegaard, the architectural acoustician who supervised the
installation. "The effect will be that the singers sound like they are singing in a more
intimate space." "We view it as electronic architecture," said Martin Oppenheimer, the
board chairman of the City Center of Music and Drama, the parent organization that
oversees both performing groups. It will "enhance the acoustics of the space," not
amplify the voices, he added.9
Preceding this controversial proposition to redesign acoustically the concert hall
via electronics was another revolutionary notion barely a hundred years old: the invention
of architectural acoustics itself. Until the 1890s, new designs for both instrumental and
operatic performance halls—which have parallel but distinct histories—were predicated
on successful, older models.10 New halls were most often larger versions of existing
designs.11 In distinction, two American buildings, Adler and Sullivan's Auditorium
Theater (Chicago, 1889; 6,200 seats) and McKim, Mead and White's Symphony Hall
(Boston, 1900; 2,631 seats) stand at the foundation of a new practice: the deliberate
application of scientific principles to the construction of musical performing space.
Though architectural concern for clarity of speech can be seen as early as Roman theater
design, the designs of Symphony Hall and the Auditorium Theater represent the
consolidation of previous research and advances in the study of the physical properties of
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sound in enclosed spaces (i.e., room acoustics).12 Building upon The Theory of Sound
(1877-78) by Lord Raleigh, the Harvard physicist Wallace Clement Sabine expanded
acoustic knowledge of reverberation, the manner in which sound is dispersed throughout
and reinforced by the architectural space.13 Boston Symphony Hall is, in fact, modeled
after the classic proportions of the Neues Gewandhaus, but its expansion in scale was
guided by Sabine's revelations about the relationship between room volume and
dimensions, the position of reflective surfaces (i.e., balconies), and the absorptive
qualities of the building materials. Adler's Auditorium Theater was the first hall to
incorporate Russell's theory of the isacoustic curve; it was designed around the
realization that direct sound reaches each audience member in a manner analogous to
direct lines of vision.14 There were certainly previous attempts to manipulate the sound of
musical performing space, though they were not sustained or successful enough to
constitute a new paradigm in design. The worst of these Michael Forsyth calls "quack
cures for buildings".15 However, the work of Adler and Sabine initiated a more thorough
application of quantitative theories of sound to building construction, and the
institutionalization of the expectation that scientific principles should be the basis of
concert hall design. With the successful completion of Symphony Hall and the
Auditorium, architectural acoustics had become what Thomas Kuhn has called "normal
science."16
With its grounding in physics, Sabine's research has proven foundational. Due in
large part to the influence of his findings, the applied form of architectural acoustics has
become a sub-discipline of mechanical engineering. With the designation of measurable
quantities and properties of performing spaces, as well as a growing body of knowledge
12
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about the physiological, cognitive and perceptual dimensions of hearing, has come the
ability to deploy volumes, shapes, dimensions, and reflective or absorptive surfaces with
increasing certainty. For example, the successful acoustic consultation by Leo Beranek
with the new Tokyo Opera City has recently been heralded as indicative of what is now
possible, even though the challenges are still great.17 Though the process of building a
good sounding concert hall begins with the initial architectural design, construction and
"tuning" of a new hall, finished halls through the last half century frequently have
included mechanical means for adjusting and tailoring the sound of the hall for specific
uses (or repairing inadequacies): acoustic shells behind performers, moveable sound
absorbing materials such as curtain walls, and reflecting panels are all commonplace. A
recent example of a concert hall which allows easy acoustic modification is Bass Hall in
Fort Worth, Texas. Elaborate, louvered doors at the rear of the hall activate reverberant
chambers.18 At the extreme end of this approach is the almost infinitely malleable
acoustics of the Espace de Projection, the composer's "workshop" at IRCAM in Paris,
with its motorized walls and ceilings, and selectable surface materials.19 As awareness of
how space influences sound quality has changed, so has the relationship between
composition and performance space. Before the age of the mechanical concert hall,
compositions were often commissioned for a particular site and occasion, and conformed
to (or took advantage of) the qualities of that space.20 However, the opposite is now true.
17
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Our orchestral repertoire is largely standardized, and halls are manipulated to conform to
an idealized acoustic concept, one dictated largely by the commercial utility of the space.
The renovations to the New York State Theater described above represent a
continuation of our desire to rationalize the sound of concert spaces through the
application of electronic rather than mechanical means. Rather than simply amplify the
sounds produced on the stage, the goal of the State Theater's and other similarly
sophisticated electronic sound systems is to alter, through invisible means, the acoustics
of the performing and listening spaces.21 All of these systems use multiple stationary
microphones and a large network of discreetly placed loudspeakers to subtly rework the
acoustic characteristics of the architectural space itself (for both performer and listener)
in a manner virtually unnoticeable to the uninitiated. For example, when the Brooklyn
Philharmonic performs on the stage of the Brooklyn Academy of Music's Opera House
rather than in the orchestra pit, electronic acoustic "redesign" "improves" the sound both
for the ensemble and the audience, without any physical modifications to the hall. "The
system has added an amazing amount of warmth to the orchestra and significantly altered
the acoustics of the hall," said Mark London, director of capital projects at the
Academy.22 Yet, small speakers and microphones were in place for two years before the
audience and critics were officially informed of the presence of this electronic equipment.
Although these additions created significant changes in the sound, their presence still
flew beneath almost everyone's radar. Similarly, the previously problematic acoustics of
the multi-use Hummingbird Center in Toronto, can now be "tuned" selectively for the
acoustic requirements of any given performance such as spoken word, theatrical or opera
productions. The space can be reprogrammed to suit better the program, even to correct
for "bad" seats in the house. Such applications were benignly summarized by James
Ireland, managing director of the Houston Grand Opera, which uses electronic
enhancement at the Wortham Theater Center.
The climactic moments of a big Verdi chorus might be given a boost. Or a singer placed
in a dead spot on a particular set might be highlighted a bit. We are not trying to make the
sound louder. We just want to get that thrilling spiraling sound sensation of grand
opera.23

Though ostensibly on a mission of neutral refurbishment, the effect of this type of
electronic restoration is to encourage and train listeners to decouple their experience of
listening from physical, sonic reality, and to aspire toward incorporeal sensation. Rather
than simply enlarging the controls over our acoustic environment, this type of
manipulation challenges the imagined unity of our acoustic conception. We no longer
"The Leipzig Tradition in Concert Hall Design," Journal of the Royal Institute of British Architects 36, no.
19 (1929), pp. 756–63.
21
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system), and System for Improved Acoustic Enhancement, or SIAP (which installed a system in the Vivian
Beaumont Theater at Lincoln Center).
22
As quoted in Tommasini, "Enhancing Sound in a Hush–Hush Way." This article includes a discussion of
the New York State Theater's, the Brooklyn Academy of Music's and the Hummingbird Center's use of
electronic sound enhancement systems.
23
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necessarily inhabit the same physical space as our music. Another example of this
process can be seen in the marketing of V–Room technology, manufactured and
distributed by the band equipment company Wenger, in partnership with the audio
electronics company Lexicon. Installed in individual practice booths, classrooms and
larger rehearsal rooms, these electronic systems (often with specialized enclosures) will
coach a generation of musicians to make music in places where the "space," which can
designate any size ranging from the actual dimensions (i.e., "off") to "enormous," is
available on a switch by the door.
The room that makes practice a pleasure. Wenger's exclusive V–Room technology brings
a practice room alive with real-world simulations that duplicate the acoustic [sic] of
nearly any performance venue you can imagine. It lets musicians, teachers, and students
switch the acoustic [sic] of their practice space as easily as changing channels on a
television. Go from the acoustic response of a baroque concert hall to that of a 10,000–
seat arena or a gothic cathedral with the push of a button. And it all takes place within the
familiar time–proven sound–isolating environments you expect from Wenger.24

We can no longer presume any "natural" correspondences between a given sound
source and its position, the environment, and our own (i.e., the listener's) position.
Instead, the acoustics of musical space is, in itself, an alterable element of the
representational system within which musical meanings are constructed. Our vocabulary,
an essential part of this semiotics of listening space, has expanded in very precise ways to
meet this expanded capacity to control: we listen in the concert hall in terms of
localization, envelopment, intimacy, clarity, presence, spaciousness, warmth, and
brilliance. Through electronic intervention, each of these parameters may exceed the
"reality" of the actual building; a huge concert hall with several thousand seats can now
aurally designate an "intimate" acoustic experience, just as a booth barely large enough to
hold a single practicing musician can now sonically signify a cavernous auditorium.
As we will see, this "surplus" in listening space is an effect accessible to all
contemporary listeners due to our extensive knowledge of and experience with
technologized, reproduced sound. It stands at the edge of our "normal" subjectivity as
listeners, while in its extreme form, rendered sound, it is strongly allied with the
processes of fantasy. We are increasingly transported not only through the medium of
music and sound, but through the qualities and processes of its enclosures as well. As the
Acoustic Control Systems promotional literature puts it: "Miracles only appear in fairy
tales like Alice in Wonderland, where a simple spell changes rooms to any size. Today,
however, it is quite possible to vary the acoustics of a hall from a small theatre to a large
concert hall or even a cathedral."25 The conceit is that, through audio technology, we can
now design the spaces in which we consume music. However, the reality is "curiouser
and curiouser"; rather than physically changing the room, it is our subjective experiences
that are transformed through these encounters.

24
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The Real and the Rendered
In the next section of this paper, I will take up two topics in relation to rendering. First, I
will examine the material audio practices associated with rendering and suggest the ways
in which rendering operates as an emerging semiotic system that competes with
reproduction. I will then suggest that, since rendering promotes an interior, psychological
register, a Lacanian perspective of these new meanings is necessary. Psychoanalytic
theory sheds more light on how rendering produces meanings.
While reproduced sound and music are generally aligned with the accepted
discourses of verisimilitude and fidelity, rendering, in contrast, indicates a challenge to
the established and culturally determined practices of reproduction. Usually facilitated by
technological innovation, rendering extends the reified cultural logic of "realness." It
makes audible something previously "unhearable," something more "real" than
convention can articulate. Rendering relies, as does reproduction, on the relationship
between specific audio practices and the unique chain of signification it eventually
engenders. Yet, rendering is contingent upon the development of new, historicallyspecific practices. Over time, the audience's understandings of particular audio practices
change as ideologically informed modes of perception evolve. Today's rendered sound or
music may become, through familiarity, tomorrow's cliché.26 For example, since World
War Two, technologies such as magnetic recording tape, stereophonic reproduction
systems, and sensitive electric microphones—as well as the techniques that arose to
employ these new tools—have engendered a new mode of listening. Below, I will
examine the relationship between the manipulations of recorded sound and music made
possible by these technological advances and the new meanings with which these
practices are becoming associated.
In our post-World War Two era, rendering has been achieved through the
manipulation of two aspects of a recording: proximity and spatial characteristics. First, a
subtle but important form of rendering was associated with the development of the
electric microphone and the practice of "close miking." By positioning the sound source
as close as possible to a sensitive microphone, effectively eliminating any recorded
ambience, this technique created the illusion of intimacy in the recording practices of
crooners such as Bing Crosby, and was lampooned in Singing in the Rain by the "talkie"
recording session in which the actress' heartbeat is recorded louder than the dialogue.
"Close miked" recordings eschew verisimilitude in favor of the promotion of a
psychological register: interiority, intensity, or sincerity (not to mention absurdity).
Michel Chion provides the following discussion of rendering in film:
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Rick Altman outlines a fascinating case study of the development of "proper" recording practice in the
early sound period in Hollywood. He recounts the desire on the part of engineers and theoreticians to
equate recording fidelity with correlated sound and image scales. In this cinematic representation of reality,
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the triumph of narrative and its attending codes dictated the acceptance of quite the opposite recording
logic. By the time this debate between practitioners was settled by 1938, blatantly mismatched scales came
to be expected and accepted as the normative representation in cinema. See Altman, "Sound Space," pp.
46–64.
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Consider a scene in Truffaut's The Bride Wore Black. Claude Rich plays a recording for
his friend Jean-Claude Brialy in which we can hear a subtle sound of some kind of
friction, unidentifiable and periodic. It leaves Brialy perplexed—he can't tell what it is.
Rich then identifies the sound as that of a woman's stockings as she crosses her legs. He
specifies that it was recorded without the knowledge of the woman in question. He adds
that the lady was wearing nylons: "I tried it with silk stockings, but that didn't give a good
rendering at all." What does he mean by "rendering," this character presented as a ladies'
man?27

For Chion, what is rendered or conveyed via the auditory channel (i.e., the soundtrack) in
this scene by Truffaut is the tactile sensation of an anonymous woman's silk-clad legs
rubbing together. Rendering is the process of "translating" one sensation to another.28
However, Chion also asserts that the meaning of these rendered recordings point to an
attendant psychological effect: sensuality, eroticism, intimacy, contact. What is critical
here is the connection between the recording and playback techniques utilized to capture
and listening to these sounds and the vicarious thrills evidently felt by these men on
screen—and consequently, our identification with these characters' subject position.29
The arbitrary association of sound source and interior effect—a very quiet, pulsed rasping
signifies eroticism—is contingent upon the manipulation of the scale of these recordings.
Our understanding of intimacy is an effect of our perception of our proximity to the
sounds. This method of rendering sensuality is possible only because the recording
equipment and techniques used by Truffaut (and Rich) are capable of capturing such
small sounds to the exclusion of all other ambient noise. In addition to the equipment and
techniques of "close miking," Truffaut's scene is reliant upon the introduction of Dolby
and other noise reduction technologies in the 1970s, which Chion has claimed has
radically changed our contemporary soundtrack through a "soft revolution."30 Audio
27

Chion, Audio–Vision, p. 110.
Chion says of reproduction and rendering in general: "In considering the realist and narrative function of
diegetic sounds (voices, music, noise), we must distinguish between the notions of rendering and
reproduction. The film spectator recognizes sounds to be truthful, effective, and fitting not so much if they
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actual recorded sound of a horse galloping doesn't also make you "feel" a thundering steed, then it is
insufficient to generate anything meaningful in a soundtrack. Chion is reaching for terms that will account
for the fact that most "realistic" foley in film is, in actuality, made by something other than the visually
apparent, on–screen source. A recording of a gun shot is a reproduction, but a recording of an actual gun
shot often offers a poor rendering of itself. A recording of two pieces of wood slapped together produces a
more acceptable rendering of a gun shot. A classic comedic gag plays on this disparity. At the opening of
the film Monty Python and the Holy Grail, an acoustically believable but unseen horse sounds as if it is
galloping into view, only to be rendered ridiculous by a shot of a "knight" pretending to ride a horse while
his squire pounds two coconut shells together. In Chion's taxonomy of recorded sound, rendering
supersedes reproduction.
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noise reduction technologies have further amplified our ability to zoom silently in—much
like increasing the magnification of a microscope. Though we in the audience seemingly
experience these recording in their "second generation" (that is, as the theatrical playback
of the diegetic playback of Rich's tape recordings), the recordings of leg-rubbing retain a
cozy proximity that might only be physically experienced if we, in the audience,
collectively had our heads on the woman's lap. Rendering is accomplished through our
skill at recognizing the manipulated magnitude of what is recorded in relation to its
"original" scale and distance, and our ability to draw appropriate conclusions about what
this mismatch signifies.31
Recording equipment and techniques that allow for the arbitrary control of the
spatial characteristics of recording are the second development associated with rendering
since World War Two.32 Stereophonic sound and magnetic recording were instrumental
in the production of long–playing records (LPs) in the later 1950s, and often included
wild (and contentious or humorous) experiments with the spatial positioning of sounds
across the stereo field. Music as diverse as Spike Jones' comedy recordings and
prestigious new productions of Wagner's "Ring" used these new techniques to create
recordings that rendered new spaces.33 Early stereophonic films often evoked unusual and
fantastic spaces that required an equally new mode of audience understanding. These
same technological innovations were associated with several different widescreen
processes in the early 1950s, and allowed the construction of soundtracks that could
suggest spatial environments completely different from the the space of theatrical
exhibition. Placement and movement of sounds within the field of the loudspeakers could
render spatial positions to an extent impossible with older monophonic recording
methods. For example, using multiple loudspeakers in the theater, the soundtrack of the
earliest Cinerama demonstration film moved the sounds of a roller coaster, screaming
riders and all, from left screen to right and even out into the loudspeakers at the sides and
rear of the theater.34 In this way, the soundtrack could render for the audience the thrilling
spatial experience of the riders. Similarly, multi-channel playback systems could render
the diegetic space of a conversation by moving dialogue from speaker to speaker as
characters moved across screen. Magnetic tape facilitated these previously impossible
production techniques. Audio engineers could create a finished soundtrack as a composite
31
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of many smaller recorded pieces, both because magnetic tape was a flexible editing
medium, and because of the high quality (i.e., "fidelity") of the media. As with
manipulated proximity, rendering is accomplished through our skill at recognizing the
manipulated spatial characteristics of what is recorded in relation to a "normal"
positioning, and our ability to draw appropriate conclusions about what this mismatch
signifies.
As codes for reproduction were slowly settled, utilization of the spaces off the
screen, as well as to the sides and the back of the theater, were reserved for the
extraordinary practices of rendered sound and music. For example, in the name of
intelligibility, the convention of presenting dialogue from the stationary, center channel
was quickly reasserted, eschewing the newly possible spatial effects for most spoken
word situations. The surround channels in theaters since the mid–1950s have been
reserved almost exclusively for sound effects. Much like the contemporary
"electronically enhanced" concert hall, cinema has developed a capacity through
technological innovations to represent proximal and spatial experiences, either to
reproduce their familiarity and intelligibility, or to render new experiences.
In fact, the proximal and spatial signatures of live sounds are exactly those
characteristics also manipulated by sound-enhancement systems in live performances.
Often, these manipulations are subtle enough to pass by the uninitiated unacknowledged,
and thus the illusion of a "non–enhanced" concert is preserved.35 That is the stated
objective of the creators of these systems. However, live processing of sound can also
produce strikingly noticable result—a decipherable rendering. Though the tell–tale signs
of amplification may be absent, the discerning recognize a distortion of reality, and critics
will sound an alarm. In 1999, Sir Richard Fairman warned his readers of the "conspiracy
of silence" going on in the world's opera houses.
The issue is the use of electronic "sound enhancement" systems. The next time you go to
the opera, listen carefully for the tell–tale signs. Is it hard to pinpoint where the singer is
standing? That probably means enhancement is diffusing the sound. Are the words fuzzy?
That is due to the added resonance.
My first experience of a sound system at the opera was an unhappy one. This
was at the 1996 Maggio Musicale in Florence, when Claudio Abbado and the Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra gave what should have been a stunning performance of Strauss's
Elektra, if only the technicians had not twiddled the controls up too high. The sound
picture was bizarre: the orchestra sounded as if it was playing in a church and the singers
were disembodied phantoms singing from somewhere up in the roof. The performance
had been ruined by insensitive technical manipulation. I said so in the Financial Times
and received a pained letter back from the Maggio Musicale, enclosing a colour brochure
on the Philips MCR system (Multiple Channel amplification of Reverberation). The
system had been inaugurated in 1990 and came with the imprimatur of Zubin Mehta; but
having experienced it live, I cannot say that cut much ice.36
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Especially in the opera world, the debates over amplification of the human voice are strongly reminicent
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‘enhancement' can ruin a good night at the opera." by Sir Richard Fairman, Financial Times (London), June
26, 1999. Arts, p. 7.
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Fairman has identified several problems here: mismatched spatial and proximal
cues. The music's scale is wrong, its apparent source in the hall is odd in relation to the
human performers, and it seems to inhabit a space other than the audience's. But what is
crucial here for us, the listeners, is the disruption of reality these (seeming)
miscalculations provoke:, the broaching of the borderline that separates the outside from
the inside. Though by convention, we understand musical expression as emanating from
within individuals (composers, conductors, and performers), our access to it as auditors
comes only from the "outside," that is, from the concert hall. In this sense, the concert
hall and the figure of the performer are the containers, convenient measures for our
musical reality. The concert hall is the very field of communication qua meaning. A
concert is usually a reassuring manifestation of the Lacanian symbolic. It is reproduction
that encases music's operations within a well–understood discursive network. The concert
hall and its rituals embody the social bonds of music making. For the listening subject,
the "reality" of the concert enforces the distance, consistency, and protection required to
maintain an imagined unity, the maintenance of the listening subject's "insides" and
"outsides."
But what can explain the inversion of proportion in this rendering of music, where
the inside greatly exceeds the outside, where the music produced has exceeded the
producers of the sounds, overrun the concert space, and has oozed beyond the boundaries
of our expectations? This surplus of inside is, of course, fantasy space—the staging of our
desires. The audible, rendered substance itself, the music that is cast upon this screen, is
an expression, a symptom, of the listener's fantasy. However following Lacan, what
fantasy designates is not a scene in which these desires are fully satisfied, but one in
which they are given coordinates and attached to specific objects. The concert hall and its
performers function as "objects small a," voids around which symbolization aggregate
and are set in motion. Fantasy has the aim of staging our desires but, at the same time,
confirms the subject's lack, the listener's "impossible" relation to object small a. In
Žižek's reformulation of Lacan, fantasy is "the imaginary scenario that, by means of its
fascinating presence, curtains the lack in the Other, the symbolic order, its inconsistency,
i.e., a certain fundamental impossibility implied by the very act of symbolization."37 This
explains why, rather than persisting as an antiquated token of an earlier industrial society
or as a reified fixture of the ideological state apparatus, the concert hall continues to be a
captivating site for the generation of contemporary musical meanings.38 As Žižek notes,
"through fantasy, we learn how to desire."39
What is the nature of this desire, our desire? At this point, it must seem that the
contents of fantasy rendered by concert performance are necessarily pathological: a
performance by disembodied, flying phantoms. Herein lies a basic paradox—true both
for our simulacra of concerts as well as in our actual electronically-enhanced concert life.
By imagining a pathological kernel at the heart of concert production, a musical object is
produced that promises to preserve music's utopian potential and exceeds its reified and
37
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commodified form. Although functioning as a support within media, fantasy is at the
same time the leftover of the real that enables us to "pull ourselves out," to preserve a
kind of distance from the socio-symbolic network.40 For listeners, this rendering of a
concert experience is "the kernel of enjoyment that simultaneously attracts and repels
us."41
Rendering our fantasy of musical performance
In the final section of this paper, I will suggest that fantasy expressed through rendering
can structure our experience of both recorded music, as well as contemporary concert
life. In situations where the audience members are at home listening to their stereos, as
well as when they are seated in a real concert hall, a logic of electronic mediation
dominates our listening habits. The boundaries between reproduction as a manifestation
of the symbolic order on the one hand, and rendered sound and its operations as a fantasy
space on the other, are regularly redrawn through the intervention of new technologies:
our fantasies of the concert hall rely upon three operational assumptions. First, the
rendered moment is contained within a larger narrative frame, one predicated on the
conventions of reproduction. Second, the figure of a performer, a human sound source,
embodies a pathological subjectivity. Finally, the scale of sounds, their spatial and
magnitude characteristics, manifest a "surplus" which is manipulated to suggest a
seemingly impossible sonic environment, an unconventional treatment of space and time.
I will use a recording from 2001, a composition written for a live performer with
electronics, and a work of electroacoustic music to explicate further each of these
categories.
The thirteenth and seemingly the last cut on The Id, the 2001 album by Macy
Gray, that freaky Top–40, nu–soul diva, is strikingly different from everything else on
her compact disc. 42 Just over a minute long, it is a collage of music and noise. It begins
(see Example 1, 0:00-0:19) with a slow fade–in which reveals a rocked out ensemble
already in full groove: a rhythm section of bass, drums, and additional percussion lay
down a steady beat; an electric guitar with a wah-wah pedal wails plaintively on top, a
saxophone and a trumpet trade a simple accompanying phrase, and a turntable scratches
just under the musical surface. After peaking in a crescendo (0:09), the ensemble falls
back in volume to allow a bass clarinet solo to emerge. But the texture quickly becomes
fragmentary as bits and pieces of the ensemble swell and wane (0:09-0:38). Each of the
instruments, in turn, seem to bubble up to the surface, swirling around between the left
and right channels, only to fade back again into a meterless stew. The texture gradually
thins (0:38-0:48), and eventually, noise (digital noise, at that) predominates (0:49). At the
end (0:49-1:07), a pulsing gesture composed entirely of distortion recaptitulates the
opening by fading out and then back in again, ending loudly. Example 1 provides a
schematic analysis that plots several dimensions of change over this short piece: from
metered to unpulsed, from dense to thin textures, and from high to low frequencies.
However, only a devoted formalist could hear this composition as a simple organization
of musical elements and be satisfied. The meaning and very presence of a tune entitled
40
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"blowin' up your speakers" remains a question in the midst of the rest of this CD, which
is admittedly off-kilter but largely convention-driven radio fare.
In an interview available on her web site, Gray explains its origins in this way:
[…]thousands of little nerdy engineers put out my [mumble…] You know, the people on
my record went through… They just kind of wanted to have some fun. And being the nice
person that I am, I let ‘em.43

In her inimitable fashion, Macy Gray identifies this music with excess, with some
small bit of administrative indulgence at the edge of an otherwise highly rationalized
production process, and with the assertion of her own Id.44 While the other vocal–
oriented tracks on this album may evade the constrained vocabulary of pop music in
small ways, this "music" is beyond the pale. The means for the onslaught is familiar
enough: quotidian instrumental sounds and noises with proportional volumes, proximities
and spatial positions which are decontextualized. But how does this rendered music fit
here? It is, seemingly, the crazed noise of non-music "tagged on" to the end of the album
as an afterthought, a dangerous supplement (at least to our sound systems) that its
creators—musicians, sound engineers, and producers—had fun making.45 Yet, in its
status as pleasurable surplus, this track invites us to ask an obvious and leading question:
what do we, as listeners, get out of "blowin' up our speakers?"
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Example 1
To claim that this track on the CD participates in the cultural fantasy of theconcert
hall is to assert the priority of a mode of listening dominated by electronic technology. If,
by gathering together in a concert hall, we participate in a collective ritual—Benjamin's
"simultaneous community experience"— that is increasingly organized by electronic
manipulation, then what separates this type of listening—designated "live"— from
exclusively electronic mass cultural products? Music heard via surround-sound-equipped
home theaters, portable stereos (Walkmans, DiscMans and mp3 players, etc.), the
telephone (while on hold), programmed music in public spaces (i.e., Muzak), satellite
radio, car stereos, surfed web sites, video games, children's toys, or even greeting cards
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might all be described as an "asynchonous community experience" in which we're all
listening to the same things—all products of the culture industry—in the same
electronically mediated ways, just at different times. As with Benedict Anderson's
"imagined community" of readers, disparate listeners congregate in a realm made
possible by electronic transmission and dissemination to hear the same music. Thus, a
network of producers and consumers can participate in a shared perspective or pursue a
common goal.46 Underlying Macy Gray's track is an assumption that, as a community of
fans, we're listening together, and thus the compact disc is a simulacra of that archetypal
communal musical experience, the concert.
But like a concert, the meanings generated by any given moment are part of a
larger experience which is organized externally (by star performers, studio musicians,
conductors, composers, recording engineers, producers, record company executives, etc).
Although we can start and stop a CD, there is a logic in the arrangement of its elements
(i.e., songs), and their continuity affords meanings through juxtaposition. Up one "level"
from this individual track is a grouping of three cuts that run together continuously on the
The Id, without any pause: "forgiveness" is followed by "blowin' up your speakers"
which is followed by an unnamed Easter egg—a bonus track not announced on the jewel
case.47 In fact, the "degenerative" aspects of "blowin' up your speakers" become more
understandable in the context of the music that immediately surrounds it. The second half
of "forgiveness," entirely instrumental, has evidently provided the "raw materials" for the
construction of its musique concrète-inspired reinterpretation in "blowin up your
speakers." "Forgiveness" ends with a slow fade-out, and the initial ensemble section of
"blowin' up your speakers" is a fade-in that continues the same instrumental music
without dropping a beat.48 In this way, a more "normal" track prepares the
unconventional by supplying a frame of reference. Moreover, the untitled, hidden final
track that follows "blowin' up your speakers" completes the frame. Considered in this
intermediate position, the sonic interlude of "blowin' up your speakers" is an extra-verbal,
self-cleansing absolution that falls between a plea for the "forgiveness" that can be
granted only after "all my lies are shed"—the refrain of the bonus track. The narrative
frame of "forgiveness" and the final, untitled cut provides a context for us to understand
the intervening rendered music. Our speakers may be blown up by the intervening sonic
excess, but we'll endure because this "surplus" points to an outpouring of truth and
honesty previously inexpressible.
It is the figure of Macy Gray herself who is the source of all this honesty, or at
least with whom we, the listeners, cathect. The second requirement of our rendered
musical moments is a motivating human subjectivity. The figure of the performer is a
necessary catalyst, an empty form filled out by everyone's fantasy. In this instance, the
vehicle is a familiar one—the celebrity status of Gray herself. This larger-than-life
personality, informed by her musical persona, but also supplemented through concerted
46
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marketing and critical exposure in the popular press, is synonymous with the expressive
source of this music.49 Even when Gray isn't performing and has even disavowed
responsibility for "blowin' up your speakers," she is an absent presence. Described as "an
heiress to all the soulful sass and witty melancholia of Billie Holiday; the black Dorothy
Parker," Macy Gray galvanizes our attention on the inaccessible, abstract emotive
outpourings implied in "blowin' up your speakers" through her all-pervading presence on
the album as a "straight shooter,"an almost pathologically unpredicatable interviewee
(who once unexpectly announced that she wanted to punch Mariah Carey), an
emotionally unguarded mystic guru.50
Even in instrumental music, the subjectivity of a performer is necessary to
rendering. Several recent film biopics of famous performing musicians reinforce this
point. In Hilary and Jackie (Tucker, 1998), the critical moment of narrative disclosure for
Jackie occurs on stage during a concert—and not in bed with her brother–in–law, as
might be tempting to suggest. While performing, Jacqueline Du Pré, the renowned cellist
and title character, unexpectedly seizes. First, she loses physical control of her hands,
and, by the conclusion of the concert, she is so immobilized that she can't even stand up
to take a bow. The sonic results are a startling rendering of the music. Moreover, while
the sounds of this performance manifest her physical symptoms, they also classify her
psychological state. In place of the "reality" of a concert, what is rendered here is the
Lacanian real itself, Jackie's real, "the pulsing, presymbolic substance in its abhorrent
vitality."51 Insuperable as fantasy, the real suddenly and traumatically "returns" as an
inescapable symptom that cannot be dissolved through interpretation.52 This rendered
"music" is the utterance of a subject who "loves her symptom more than herself." It is the
49
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materialization of a terrifying, and impossible jouissance. Jackie both despises her
musical talent and its responsibilities, and can't imagine an existence without her cello. It
is her music that makes Jackie extraordinary, and through the music, Jackie constitutes
herself. In this traumatic moment we see that Jackie's identification with her symptom is
the only substance, the only positive support of her being, the pathological singularity
that guarantees consistency to her as a subject. In other words, the Lacanian sinthome.
The climactic concert scene from the movie Shine, which features the pianist
David Helfgott, is similarly organized. During the concerto competition at the Royal
Academy of Music, Helfgott has a breakdown while performing a Rachmaninoff piano
concerto—his father's favorite work. The rendered version of the music associated with
his collapse is the Oedipal conflict he has endured made audible. Helfgott's tortured
interior register, previously displayed through the reproductive means of narrative, is
finally revealed through Helgott's own most effective expressive means, playing the
piano. The full extent of the psychological damage he has suffered at the hands of his
father is finally evident. What all these characters—du Pré, Gray, and Helfgott—share is
a pathology that is manifest as an excessive internal condition. Musical rendering is
necessary to articulate the excesses of their subjectivity.
However, if no such "personality" is literally available, we can fill in the gaps.
Consider the live clarinetist in Pierre Boulez's Dialogue de l'ombre double, who remains
anchored to the stage throughout the performance of the piece while an electronically
manipulated "shadow" whirls about the audience through a circle of loudspeakers at the
periphery.53 Rami Levin describes the piece as follows:
Dialogue de l'ombre double is a striking and dramatic piece. There are lyrical and
brusque sections, leisurely and frenetic moods, pulsating rhythms and sustained passages,
singing lines and raucous multiphonics and fluttertongued pitches, mellow and shrill
phrases, creating a variety of musical characters all within a fifteen minute work.54

These characteristics, while they seemingly describe the music itself, are
embodied by the physical presence of an instrumentalist: the clarinet performer. Of
course, when performers appear as interpreters, we accept that they are bringing to life
("sounding") the expressive potential of a written score. As directed by the notation, it is
the character portrayed by the clarinetist who is alternately lyrical and brusque, raucous,
singing, mellow, etc. By convention, the subjectivity represented in a performance of
classical instrumental music is a fusing of the divided labor of production: composer and
performer. However, in this instance the addition of an electronic clarinet alter ego—a
McLuhanesque extension—shifts the role of such a "character."55 The figure of the live
clarinet, an anchor in "human" scale, provides us with a narrative frame—the normative
operations of concert life, while its shadow renders the expressive potential beyond the
bounds of an embodied performer. Boulez writes in the instructions to the score, "To
enhance the contrast between live and pre-recorded sections of the work, lighting effects
can be used during the performance." The performance instructions go on to suggest that
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the clarinetist, placed in the middle of the hall, be fully lit when playing, but disappear
into darkness when the electronic shadow takes over. The "live" and the "shadow" never
play together for long, but rather always alternate human "strophes" with pre-recorded
"transitions." Something like a normal concert is manifest when the human clarinetist
plays. But during the musical seams, when the electronic clarinet takes over, we leave the
concert hall behind, close our eyes, and engage in fantasy.
While the sound of the live clarinet remains unprocessed and "naturally" present
in the concert hall, the spatialization of the pre–recorded clarinet "shadow" undergoes
fascinating transformations. Through the course of the playback of each pre-recorded
section, the sound is redirected to one or more of six loudspeakers placed equidistant
around the audience. Rami Levin has convincingly demonstrated that the paths around
the hall, the patterns created by speakers turning on and off, are partly determined by
inter–parametric parallels: spatialization and pitch set organization are controlled by the
same (abstract) series.56 Thus, musical space is rationalized—on paper anyway—to the
degree we would expect from Boulez. However, this accounts for neither the audible
effect of this process of spatialization, nor the intended dialogic relationship between
"shadow" and figure—the controlling metaphor for the composition.
For example, in the opening portion (called the "sigle initial" or initial acronym),
twenty-six musical phrases for pre-recorded solo clarinet are divided into four groups by
the actions of the spatialization.57 With each of the first eight phrases/cues, the pre–
recorded clarinet jumps suddenly and irregularly around the circle, appearing in only one
speaker at a time. My analysis (see Example 2, section 1, "single speakers as sources")
represents the concert hall with loudspeakers numbered according to Boulez's indications.
Each phrase/cue is represented by a number (1 to 8). An encircled "s" indicates the
position and relative size of the "image" of the pre-recorded clarinet. In cues nine through
sixteen, the "shadow" appears simultaneously in two speakers at a time (see figure 2,
"stereophonic pair as source"), and then in three speakers at a time in cues seventeen
through twenty (see figure three, "speaker ‘triplets' as source"). In each of the last six
phrases/cues (numbers twenty-one to twenty-six), the number of active speakers expands
quickly from one to all six (see figure 4, "progressive spatial enlargement"). Thus, the
"shadow" begins the piece extremely quietly and mystérieux and moves around the
perimeter of the hall before it gradually begins to occupy more "space." There is
remarkable consistency in the motivic material throughout the "sigle initial," and even
into the start of the first strophe where the "real" clarinet seamlessly takes over.
Throughout the opening twenty-six phrases/cues, the spatial manipulations of the
"shadow" have dominated our attention, moving fantastically around the room and slowly
drawing our attention toward the center of the hall where the live clarinetist will
eventually be revealed (both sonically and visually). When the lights come up and the
live clarinetist begins to play the first strophe, the portrait of a composite clarinetist is
completed. Taken as a whole, the section introduces the musical "character" of a single
clarinetist who is bipartite: a "real" person along with an electronic, excessive remainder
that operates beyond the human figure.58 There is, in this single actor, one who
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participates in a normative "new music" concert drama (i.e., performed according to the
codes of reproduction). However, there is also a pathological extension who can whirl
around the room, exercising heretofore unknown expressive potential. Later in this paper,
I will discuss the discrepancy between the effects Boulez seems to aspire toward in the
use of loudspeakers described above and the limitations imposed by the technology
available to him.
The treatment of spatial and magnitude cues of individual sonic elements is the
third and final aspect of rendering that I will examine. Rendered music consists of sonic
elements whose proximal scale and position in space has been manipulated. Though the
sources of the rendered music may be identifiable, these raw materials are sounds
divorced of their mimetic responsibilities. They are created in the intermediary stages
between "live" performance and electronic manifestation. Since World War Two, the
category of post-production—(re-)recording, processing and then combining (i.e.,
mixing) sound into a final product—has conceptually separated the act of performing, of
making sounds, from their presentation as rendering.
The working methods and techniques used to produce rendered sounds define the
processes of the commercial recording studio, where even "live" recording sessions are
followed by post-production work and mastering. As a general rule, "effects" and
"mixing" are considered and applied outside the time constraints of performance. Most
commercial recordings are "multitracked." The elements are assembled according to a
working schedule which allows a degree of review and reflection previously associated
with composition. This brief description from the monthly feature "Single Slice" in Pro
Audio Review is representative:
But like many hit songs, [Puddle of Mudd's] "Drift & Die" went through a mighty
metamorphosis before the public got a first listen. When it was first tracked, lead singer
Wes Scantlin made sure there were plenty of extra elements for Kurzweg [the
producer/engineer for the album] to play with to build the song. "It literally existed in
several forms for a few days," he explains. "The first thing I did was sneak the drums in
sooner, and make parts of the backing band a little less repetitive. Then we added a lot of
vocal overdubs throughout; there were a lot of things in Pro Tools to fool around with.”
Kurzweg also added a sampled cello and, to boost the center guitar solo, ran it
through any number of effects, including a "wah-wah," to make it more unique.59

The contemporary recording studio is like an Erector set that uses malleable bits
of audio for girders. To start, instruments and voices are recorded and re-recorded in
excess of what will eventually become the final work. These stored elements become
building blocks to be moved around in relation to each other, edited, discarded, or
supplemented with more recordings. The various quantifiable characteristics of each
sound, the spectral traits, spatial position in the stereo field, and relative loudness are
altered to conform to an overall plan which promotes the type of reproductive coding
already discussed and hides the labor necessary for its construction.60 In listening to the
instrumental ending of Macy Gray's tune, "forgiveness" (which is also the opening of
recordings for performance to preserve a consistency of tone quality and performing nuance between live
and pre–recorded clarinet parts.
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"blowin' up your speakers"), for example, we in the audience cannot hear the process of
creation that was necessary to build the end product. The individually recorded and
processed tracks have been combined to create the illusion of a coherent, though wholly
imagined physical space. Each soloist—bass clarinet, trumpet, and guitar—takes center
stage in turn and is supported musically by a drum kit which is stretched widely across
the back of the performance space, the "stage" between the stereo speakers. The guitar is
on the left (though it occasionally flits across to the right rear) and the piano is on the
right in front of the drums. As listeners, we are eager participants in the conspiracy to
invent a concert stage where none existed in production. We integrate disparate audio
elements to participate in a narrative re-organization of these sounds, as if electronic
reproduction is an extension of a live performance. Under the controlling influence of
Gray's personality, we willingly hear instrumental lines as "characters" with a position in
space and consistent sonic individuality. It is only when these same elements return
rendered, divorced from their reproductively defined relationships, that we can hear and
reconsider their participation in the conventions of recorded sound. What strikes us as
disorienting in "blowin' up your speakers" is an absence; by upending the relative
magnitudes and spatial positions, we leave the familiar boundaries of recognizable,
feasible bodily experience, or what we have thus far accepted as the reproductive norm.
Thus, the Erector set of the modern recording studio can be used to create both
reproduced and rendered music, to approximate either a building by I. M. Pei or by M.C.
Escher.61
To return to an earlier example, Boulez's Dialogue de l'ombre double is a
composition that, through the application of new technology to manipulate the proximity
and scale of the pre-recorded clarinet part, altered the boundary between reproduced and
rendered concert experiences. Boulez's achievement was to imagine a rendering of music
for clarinet with electronics that was not yet technologically possible when the piece was
first conceived and realized in 1985. It is only in the context of subsequent research into
the considerable technological requirements necessary to produce spatial effects through
multiple loudspeakers that the limitations of Boulez's technological means in Dialogue
has become evident. The spatial position and image size of the pre-recorded clarinet are
critical to Boulez's intentions. My analysis hypothesizes that an audience would perceive
the electronic manipulations of the pre-recorded clarinet as changes in location and
dimensions (or "image size"). By directing the pre-recorded clarinet to individual and sets
of loudspeakers, the perceived dimensions of the electronic clarinet would increase as it
moved from the hall's periphery to the center. While the type of stereophonic field in the
Macy Gray tune has, by now, become familiar enough to become "inaudible," the desired
effects in Dialogue were more experimental.62
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As the following review of Boulez's instructions will show, the gap between his
conception and the available means to realize that conception is meaningful and
productive. The first group of phrases/cues (see Example 2, figure one) places the prerecorded clarinet in single speakers at a time. Emanating from point sources, but never
moving between contiguous speakers, the pre-recorded clarinet's changes in position can
only be perceived as jumps across the room. The location of the clarinet is synonymous
with the speaker position. Rather than moving smoothly around the periphery of the
concert hall, the pre-recorded clarinet "transports" impossibly across the room with each
new phrase/cue. In the second set of phrases/cues (see Example 2, figure two), the
clarinet always appears simultaneously in a pair of speakers which are theoretically
capable of creating a stereophonic image with an apparent location in the plane between
them. In my analysis, I've indicated this potential to move the pre-recorded clarinet
outside the immediate field of each speaker by positioning the encircled "s" between
speaker pairs. However, in reality the source recordings are specified as monophonic;
there are no processing instructions in the score to synthesize the necessary localization
cues. Furthermore, not all speaker pairings even create a usable horizontal plane. Thus,
rather than a specific spatial position and image size, the pre-recorded clarinet in these
phrase/cues is perceived more as a diffused image with slightly more volume. The
remaining phrases/cues are still more problematic. In the third set of phrases/cues (see
Example 2, figure three), rather than a more centralized and larger pre-recorded clarinet,
the phrases/cues utilizing "triplets" of speakers create, in practical effect, an even more
diffused image with the volume increasing only slightly (exponentially less with each
additional loudspeaker). Finally, in the fourth set of phrases/cues (see Example 2, figure
four), each additional loudspeaker will amplify the impression of a non-localized prerecorded clarinet without any specific point of enunciation. This analysis of the "sigle
initial" is further complicated by the ambiguities of concert hall acoustics and the effect
of audience position within the hall on spatial perception. The diagrams in Example 2
assume an idealized listening environment in which every audience member shares the
same point of audition. In actuality, a universal "sweet spot" is still an impossibility. The
ambiguities introduced by the acoustics of the concert hall itself would further impede an
audience's ability to perceive the spatial effects through Boulez's use of multiple
loudspeakers.63 Even so, the development of software spatialization systems such as
SPAT, and the advent of "surround sound" loudspeaker systems in cinematic exhibition
have encouraged me to imagine that Boulez's composition attempted to realize a
rendering in which shifting image and location are integral. Through unexpected
encounters with magnitude and position in the concert hall, Boulez strove to create a
musical experience so that we, the audience, might encounter a newly expressive type of
performer.
same multi–channel system. I am indebted to Professor Sandroff for sharing his keen and hard–won
insights into this piece.
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In recent electroacoustic compositions, new concert works in the tradition of
musique concrète, the manipulation of the scale of sonic elements to achieve rendering
has reached a sophisticated potential. In Paul Koonce's tape piece, Walkabout (1998), the
timbre and scale of a variety of instrumental musical excerpts, along with other
synthesized and acousmatic sounds, expand and contract via processing, creating "surplus
space" and presenting a mobile, but impossible path of audition. Koonce describes this
piece as one of a sequence with shared themes.
Walkabout continues this rich exploration of environment and music, with a work whose
particular focus is on the juxtaposition and threading of musical styles… Into this arena
of musical argument and delight is where Walkabout takes us as it elicits a host of
particulars driven out by its chronic siren call reverberating in every tableau along the
way. Like a mooring for memory's alchemical trip through all that does not belong, it
both calls and warns of the epic escape, romantic even, which this circuitously wrought
path promises. Or so it would seem to the ears of this composer who would imagine it,
want it and all the serendipitous rejuvenation it promises, for this is the story of no one's
path but my own through the escape of one's more sensible ways to other places.64

In Walkabout, we are pushed and pulled by the music itself from the familiar
subject position of our comfortable concert hall seats to someplace where, as Koonce
describes it, our experience of "conventional sounds and musical idioms can be reenchanted through engagement with the extra-musical associations of the [composer's
invented] environment and its places." Organized around the metaphor of aural tourism,
the timbre and scale of sonic materials in Walkabout expands and contracts via
processing and mixing. Quotidian sounds are coaxed into revealing their internal timbral
and formal dimensions, and into participating in unexpected new musical stories.
This piece starts in a spatial vacuum (see Example 3). A cough, a car horn, and a
siren (or is it a whistle or a violin?) innocently inhabit the same world of abstraction.
They are all presented without any specific ambience, quite present and close to us but
quiet and with an identifiable position within the stereo field. They all participate
rhythmically in an irregularly articulated underlying pulse (0:00-0:20). Gradually, they
are heard to conform to the pitches A or E. Though each sound's source is identifiable, in
the absence of an over-arching narrative to bind these disparate sounds together, we
increasingly focus on their constituent properties such as envelope (impulsive or
sustained) and timbre (pitched or noisy): their specto–morphological lives.65 A formal
collaboration of these elements is quickly revealed. Out of the din emerges the repeated
"chronic siren call," an emergency vehicle-like oscillating signal (from A to E) that
organizes this sound world (see Example 3, 16 seconds). Individual "sound objects" have
already conformed to the siren's pitches (which oscillate between A and E) and the
underlying pulse. The appearance of the siren's oscillations retrospectively organizes our
understanding of the pitch and rhythmic characteristics of the cough, trumpet, and car
horn. With a foot firmly in the world of concrète, these sound objects are the first of a
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multitude that will make appearances over the next 15 minutes (or so) of this
composition, and participate in its thematically motivated structure.66

Example 3
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But going on quietly beneath this formalist motivic development is a secondary
operation, equally important to the music to come. Gradually, these sound objects will be
coaxed into environmental associations and thus be "re-enchanted." Ten seconds into the
opening and almost imperceptibly, a different type of sound object enters the fray: the
ambient sound of traffic; the suggestion of an empty roadside (see Example 3, 10
seconds). Then at 25 seconds, a fast moving car zooms through from left to right with all
its attendant presence, simultaneous with, but independent of, the coughs and car horns.
Finally, about forty seconds into the piece, the oscillating siren itself moves into this
contextualizing environmental "frame," grounding the abstract operations of the
previously disembodied siren in a particular narrative situation. This becomes, perhaps,
the most fascinating aspect of the composition. Rather than sandwiching rendered sounds
between more conventional (i.e., reproductive) recording techniques, this composition
integrates our requisite narrative perspective into the flow, using it as one of many
different and shifting vantage points which the music offers its auditors from moment to
moment.
Conclusions
But none of the spaces created by Koonce's composition are exactly synonymous with the
actual space we, as its audience, occupy. With the composer as tour guide to the spaces of
his/her aural imagination, the concert hall (or our own living rooms) becomes merely an
antechamber to a machine that can transport us beyond not only the physical space of the
concert hall, but into situations that can only exist through auditory fantasy. Speaking
generally, the acoustic space we inhabit as an audience is becoming merely another
pliable distribution channel—just as Adorno feared with radio. Its physical characteristics
are mutable to the needs of the musical content and to the music's ideological mission.
Even the most prestigious and sanctified temples to unadulterated human musical
production, concert halls and opera houses, are more and more inclined to make their
renovations electronically (and more than sometimes, in secret). A similar trajectory
toward electronic control of space was rehearsed in the history of cinema exhibition.
From silent movies as "live" musical performances with projection, the movie theater is
now regularly treated as a blank slate, a tabula rasa upon which to create virtual visual
and auditory environments to support the narrative.67 Our recordings of music without a
visual track (i.e., CDs), especially since the advent of surround sound, have adopted the
logic of electronic reproduction. The necessary catalyst in all of these media is
technology. All are only conceivable within the context of the digital world of recording
and processing. It is the ever shifting battery of production techniques and methods of
consumption that shape the boundaries of "reproductive" practices. Allied with mimesis,
intelligibility, and a rational presentation of the world, reproduction is the signifing chain
that binds us to audible reality.
Yet each of the examples discussed in this paper crosses a line in some way and
exceeds contemporary standards of representation. Manipulations to the scale of
materials, a pathological figure of production, and an encompassing frame of
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reproductive practices are the means for stepping outside of convention. In these
instances, we experience the concert hall in its failure to contain reality, as the "hole in
the real" that sets symbolization in motion. The resulting technologized fantasy space is a
stage for the projection of our desires for an unmediated musical expressiveness. Perhaps
it is an abiding belief, or hope, that in our age of mass culture, overdetermined by
reproduction, we can still, through music, experience that most fundamental and
frightening of human connections: the real of another's experience. Even without explicit
programs or narratives, the pieces discussed above question the social reality of the
concert hall, and challenge the division of public and private experience. This is the
cultural fantasy of concert music at its most potent and disconcerting.
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Afterword (2012)
While revisiting this article, I’ve had the good fortune to spend some time in a
venerable old concert hall. I recorded a pair of my chamber music compositions at
Mechanics Hall in Worcester, MA. When it opened in 1857, Mechanics Hall was the
tallest and largest structure in this increasingly industrial New England city. It was built
by an influential trade guild, the Worcester County Mechanics Association, which needed
a larger space for its classes and library.68 The ornate building featured an Italian
Renaissance Revival design and included a large hall for lectures, debates, and various
entertainments. Lacking recourse to the as-yet-uninvented microphone or electronic
amplifier, this hall was conceived and designed for audiences to effectively hear speakers'
voices and music in a direct and unmediated way; however, that benefit is most often
experienced differently now.
Today, while still the site of live events, this concert hall on the third floor is best
and most enduringly known as an “acoustical masterpiece” and a favored recording
venue. Mechanics Hall hosts labels such as Sony Classical, Nonesuch Records and
Harmonia Mundi. Artists such as Midori and Yo-Yo Ma seek out its space and sound for
their recording projects. In fact, as we were setting up for my session, the legendary Jack
Renner, Telarc International’s chief engineer and founder, was on the stage
photographing for a scheduled AES presentation his preferred microphone placement for
the hall’s Hamburg Steinway D concert grand piano. We kibbitzed about the wonderfully
warm and inviting sound of the room, and he reminisced about the contribution of the
hall to “The Telarc Sound” which won forty Grammy Awards.69 Integral to his tale was
his role in designing the control room positioned two floors above at the back of the
building, far away from the recording space. Seated next to my recording engineer all day
in this space, I never actually heard my octet or wind quintet played live in the hall, only
through the B&W Nautilus monitors. Connected to the Great Hall only via audio tie lines
and a video feed, this control room, an acoustically neutral listening space, was my site of
actual audition. The fabulous space where my musical sounds were being created was
joined to my listening only through technological mediation and my imagination.
My recent experiences only re-confirmed for me that concerts are a residual
cultural form; recorded sound is emergent.70 The public concert for which Mechanics
Hall was constructed in the ninetheenth century no longer exist as reality, just as the role
of the mechanics union has faded and their hall’s principle function has morphed from
site of live audition to recording facility. Nearly ten years ago I considered the sound of
concert halls, the changed and changing relations between musical sound and space, and
the function and effects of technological mediation. Rent asunder by recording, music
and its meaning, I argued, must be considered through what I’ve called the cultural logic
of electronic sound reproduction and the lens of psychoanalysis. More and more,
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listening space is being made malleable, separated from production and subordinate to
rendering technologies and delivery systems. Previously published in the cultural studies
journal Reconstructions, this article, I hope, raised issues and presented a methodology,
which are still important today especially to musicians. I’m pleased that it is now
reprinted in Search.

